SKIP TRACING
Received 5 Certificates of
Appreciation from Insurers

Successfully located
thousands of persons

Skip Tracing Investigations
Skip tracing is a service that utilises data sourcing and
investigative skills to locate persons of interest. ‘Skip’
refers to an individual who is attempting to evade legal
ramifications or other detection by vacating their address
and eliminating the ability to contact them, and the
process of ‘skip tracing’ refers to the process of locating
these individuals who cannot be located under regular
circumstances. Adjuster Corp offers professional skip
tracing services for a wide variety of circumstances to
enable you to locate or build a comprehensive profile
on these individuals.
Here at Adjuster Corp, we understand the need for
an individual’s privacy, however we also are aware that
clients may have a need to contact or locate such persons
for varying reasons – they may be, required in court as
a witness, sought for insurance and recover purposes
or even be an offending debtor. As a result, Adjuster
Corp has strategically invested in the latest systems
and technologies to provide our clients with every legally
available search facility and database currently in
circulation. When these databases are combined with the
professional investigation methodologies adopted by our
team, it will quickly become apparent why hundreds of
high-profile clients are turning to Adjuster Corp for their
skip tracing needs.

Industry leading
strike rate

Servicing insurers, solicitors,
recovery agents, corporates,
government and private
sectors

We use a proprietary method and analytic systems to locate
persons of interests, which is unique to Adjuster Corp.
The team at Adjuster Corp believe that a talented skip
tracer is someone who is friendly and who can engage
individuals in conversation without making them aware
that they are trying to obtain specific information. They
are skilled in lateral thinking and can find work-arounds
for fresh data. Our government-licensed investigators are
trained to deliver a high success rate of locating or building
a profile on subject persons in a timely manner.
Adjuster Corp can assist you in finding missing individuals
throughout Australia and overseas. No matter how small
your piece of evidence, Adjuster Corp can utilise this
information and exhaust all databases to get you answers.
Adjuster Corp uses inhouse Government licensed former
police investigators to find fresh leads when there is no
contact information, or it is outdated, and initial skip tracing
attempts yield no specific result. By using these potent
investigative assets in symbiosis we often get results which
would otherwise go undetected.
It is our priority that each matter will be treated with strict
privacy and confidential. After our investigations, the team
at Adjuster Corp will provide a comprehensive report with
copies of our findings, and our evidence, including copies
of search extracts from our professional search databases
to support our results.
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